How To Make A Hand Cut Jersey – By Jennifer Dontz

This month’s tutorial shows you how to make a sports jersey without using any
particular templates, it’s all hand cut.

1. Rub a little Crisco or other veggie fat on your work surface, lightly coat.

2. Roll paste out somewhat thin. You can decide how large you want the
jersey by the size of the rectangle front. It can easily vary and still use the
same steps.

3. Remove excess paste from around the cut rectangle.

4. I’m now cutting out the neck area. You can “v” neck this or cut a round
half circle. If you need to make a template for yourself, do so. You can use
a half circle for the scoop (round) neck. Just make sure it’s centered. I
started at one side of the neck, went down to the peak at the bottom, then
cut down from the other side. Centering from each end of the rectangle so
I had the neck in the middle.

5. Gently fold the edges under all the way around the rectangle and the neck
area. Just under, not much. This will give a seam appearance.

6. Taking a stitch wheel, stitch around all the side seams.

7. Now we’ll make the sleeves. You need to determine how long you want
them and how wide. Measure on your main body of paste to see how wide
and make them just a bit wider than that. You will need to roll the seams
under so that will take up some width. I rolled the THREE edges only, the
side edges and one end. The part that connects to the main body you
leave unstitched. Cut them to the length you want.

8. Hold your sleeve up to the body and make sure it’s the size you want it to
be, if not, adjust it. Don’t attach to anything at this point. Hold the sleeves
under plastic wrap.

9. Next I cut out a piece that was a little bit larger than the opening on the
neck, same shape. Glue this in back of the open neck part. It will be the
back of the shirt.

10. You can see the panel we just made, creating the illusion that there is a
back to the shirt.

11. You can now lay the shirt front onto your cake. Adding folds wherever you
wish.

12. Add a sleeve, just joining to the body, no need to really attach, just bring
them together on the cake. It will look like it’s joined. Then add the other
sleeve. Don’t forget to make some folds in them. It will make it look more
natural, not so stiff.

13. Of course, how you decorate the jersey from here is completely up to you.
Most want to do some sort of sports team. I’m using my trusty little multiribbon cutter by FMM. LOVE this tool. Use it all the time. I’m using it to
make the stripes for the jersey.

A simple jersey like this really does impress the customer. Hope you
enjoyed the tutorial. Jennifer ☺

